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THE FUTURE OF CRYPTO 
CURRENCY

Cryptocurrency is disrupting the financial services industry and the world! There are risks and reward associated with its usage and adoption. The speaker will provide an 
update on cryptocurrency’s evolution, current and future states, including usage, block chain, cultural acceptance, and rapid rise to adoption despite its untraditional, 
uncollateralized or documented realities. 




Andrew Ostashen

§ Andrew is President and CEO at Vulsec. 
§ Andrew has assessed over 250 companies including 

hospitals, banks, casinos to quantify their risks. 
§ He has been in the cryptocurrency field conducting 

research and trading since the inception of Bitcoin.

Vulsec.com | @aostashen | @vulsecllc |617-356-2314 | 
aostashen@Vulsec.com | www.linkedin.com/in/andrewostashen

* This includes Academy Awards, Various Hospitals, Casinos, Banks, Ben Affleck.




Crypto facts

• Invested in Crypto since 2010

• BTC, ETH, XRP - 10% gains vs 1000% gains

• ArbitrageCT - 500% gains but crashed

• RISE 90% Loss - Pulled from exchanges

* Invested into both coins however I tool realized profits instead of holding due to needing of funds. 

* I put some money into an ICO ArbitrageCT - team out of Russia that was automating the Arbitrage of Crypto - Trading between two exchanges - Example BTC 5000$ 
on one (Buy) -> transfer sell BTC $6000 - Profit $1000 

* RISE started out to be a crowdsource development coin to help out developers, however it was removed off of an exchange and has yet to get put on one. 



Agenda

• Introduction to Crypto Currency

• Current Market Status

• Industry News

• Business Adoptions

• Risks

• What is blockchain?

• Taxes

• Ways to get into Crypto Currency

How many individuals here are currently trading crypto currency? 


BTC? Ethereum? Litecoin? Other? 



Crypto Currency VS Blockchain

• Crypto Currency:  Digital Currency

• Blockchain: Ledger that stores data public or 
privately in a secure manner

A cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange that uses cryptography to secure its transactions, to control the creation of additional 
units, and to verify the transfer of assets. Cryptocurrencies are a type of digital currencies, alternative currencies and virtual currencies.


A blockchain, originally block chain, is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and secured using cryptography. Each block typically 
contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp and transaction data



What is a bitcoin? 

• Satoshi Nakamoto - 2009

• Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and worldwide payment system

• The network is peer-to-peer and transactions take place between 
users directly, without an intermediary

• Circulating Supply16,913,762 (as of 11 March 2018)

• Circulating Supply 17,025,837 (as of 11 May 2018) 

• Limit of 21,000,000 Bitcoin



To see how big the crypto currency market is over all of the wealth within the globe


source: https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-is-how-much-money-exists-in-the-entire-world-in-one-chart-2015-12-18


For purists, who believe “money” refers only to physical “narrow money” (bank notes, coins, and money deposited in savings or checking accounts), the total is 
somewhere around $36.8 trillion. If you’re looking at “broad money,” which isn’t just physical money and includes any money held in easily accessible accounts, the 
number is about $90.4 trillion.


As for money owed by every single person and country in the world, the grand total is $215 trillion, with some 33% of it borrowed in the last decade.


Currently crypto currency as a whole is about $450 billion 




04-28-2013

Market 7 coins with a market cap of 1.6 Billion. Bitcoin has been around since 2009 where 4 years later there are more coins. 


Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20130428/




03-08-2015

510 COINS - TOTAL MARKET CAP: $4,440,504,529

Two years later there are 510 coins with a 4.4 Billion market cap 

BTC doubled with a circulating supply of additional 2 Million - Market Doubled. 

LTC dropped 50% in price but tripled in circulating supply - Market Capped lost 5 Million. 


source: https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20150308/




December 2017

1325 Coins - Total Market Cap: $590,282,842,981

The market ended up going higher around this time - Market cap was around $816 Billion in December 2017. 

The amount of alt coins have tripled 


Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20171217/



03-11-2018

After the crash between December and February there are 1556 coins with a 388.2 Billion Market Cap 


Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20180311/



Market crashes Jan 7th 2018 from $816 Billion on 3-12-18 to $388 Billion. 



5-09-2018

Market is up $50 Billion in Two Months 

Bitcoin lost 5% dominance 




A lot of the news spread FUD (Fear Uncertainty and doubt) to the community which impacts the pricing of the market. This could be South Korea “claiming” to ban 
crypto currency to china stating that they are going to ban Bitcoin mining. This section is not to show what the current status of the global economy is as that is a full 
time job but to show what aspects are being talked about. 


https://www.crypto-news.net/cryptocurrency-market-crash-south-korea-could-enforce-crypto-ban/


source: http://dcebrief.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/breaking-news.jpg



This data has been changing but wanted to present what has been evolving since December 2017. 

Korea | China - Discussions around banning ICO and regulations of Crypto Currency.


Nobody knows what to do or think about when it comes to crypto currency. Each country is playing off of each with rapid firing of regulations from from Countries where 
a lot of this new is FUD to what it looks like manipulate the global market. 


China to ban BTC exchanges? -$150 Billion

India to ban BTC and other currencies? -$ 50 Billion

South Korea to ban BTC and crypto currency? -Bitcoin was trading at $12,615.60, down 7.1 percent 


https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-11/china-is-said-to-ban-bitcoin-exchanges-while-allowing-otc-trades-j7fofh20


September 11th, 2017

The country accounts for about 23 percent of bitcoin trades and is also home to many of the world’s biggest bitcoin miners

The market lost $150 billion within a week. 

OKCoin, BTC China and Huobi, the country’s three biggest bitcoin exchanges, said that they hadn’t received any regulatory notices concerning bans on cryptocurrency 
trading.


https://cryptocurrencynews.com/daily-news/bitcoin-news/indias-anit-bitcoin-crypto-panic-btc-drops-crypto-market-plummets/




https://cointelegraph.com/news/ethereum-as-a-security-ico-market-reopening-in-south-korea-and-rat-poison-hodlers-digest-apr-30-may-6


https://www.ccn.com/bitcoin-nearly-as-bad-as-trading-harvested-baby-brains-berkshire-vc-munger/



Back in December 2017 the SEC had a meeting around initial coin offerings and crypto currency. 


They are monitoring how aspects are going within the crypto currency world, where they are not currently regulating ICO’s however they are figuring out ways to best 
regulate. 


Compare it to the internet with Net Neutrality where it has taken 20-30 years to start looking at internet regulations.


Source: https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/joint-statement-sec-and-cftc-enforcement-directors

 



States within the US are saying that citizens are allowed to pay their taxes with Bitcoin. 

A) This shows that the local governments want to collect crypto currency. 

B) Shows adoptions in the government about crypto currency and regulations. 

C) My Current business accepts Bitcoin from customers especially as we start continuing working with crypto companies. 


Source: 

https://maxpositives.com/2018/03/13/u-s-state-of-wyoming-defines-cryptocurrency-utility-tokens-as-new-asset-class/


https://www.coindesk.com/arizona-bitcoin-tax-bill-vote-of-confidence/




Iran turns to BTC Amid nuclear deal 

• Donald Trump announced the country’s withdrawal 
from the Iran Nuclear Deal and restoring sanctions.

• Iranians are turning to BTC to protect their savings 
from future banking restrictions and currency volatility.

• $2.5 Billion has fled Iran following purchases of 
currency. “Mohammad Reza Pourebrahimi, Chairman 
of Iran’s economic commission.”

https://www.newsbtc.com/2018/05/10/iranians-turn-to-bitcoin-amid-iran-nuclear-deal-crisis/



Venezuelan reserves of gold, oil, gas, and diamonds. 

There are reports the Cambodia is going to follow in Venezuela’s Footsteps.

However there are reports coming out now that this is not going to happen. 

The more interesting part about this is not Venezuela but how countries can utilize another median if their current currency is not good. 


but a currency is only "backed by gold" if a foreign financial institution can convert their yuan or rubles into gold upon demand. 


Sources: https://www.mises.org/wire/venezuelas-new-cryptocurrency-not-really-backed-oil

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/04/venezuela-to-launch-cryptocurrency-to-combat-us-blockade-maduro-says




Former top Trump advisor: Global cryptocurrency is coming

https://www.snip.today/main/post/former-top-trump-advisor-global-cryptocurrency-is-coming/



NYT: New York Stock Exchange Owner Wants To Let 
Customers Buy Bitcoin

https://cointelegraph.com/news/nyt-new-york-stock-exchange-owner-wants-to-let-customers-buy-bitcoin


https://viraldocks.com/newyork-stock-exchange-nyse-cryptocurrency-exchange/



The Wealthy Are Hoarding $10 
Billion of Bitcoin in Bunkers

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-09/bunkers-for-the-wealthy-are-said-to-hoard-10-billion-of-bitcoin?
utm_campaign=news&utm_medium=bd&utm_source=applenews



Big organizations are starting to partner up with various crypto currencies to gain traction with the technology.


Various banks partnering up with Ripple/ XRP 


Source: https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/16/american-express-santander-team-up-with-ripple-on-blockchain-platform.html

http://fortune.com/2018/01/11/ripple-moneygram-xrp-cryptocurrency-bank-transfers/

https://www.coindesk.com/7-financial-institutions-announce-partnerships-ripple/




Organizations are changing their business into blockchain or developing tokens to generate revenue for the business. 


Source: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/kodak-creating-its-own-cryptocurrency-kodakcoin/

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/long-island-iced-tea-skyrockets-152620073.html






Binance ended up getting breached where now Binance has an open bounty to catch the hackers (watch the stolen coins) and if there are any more breaches they have 
$10 million USD in reserves.


Source: https://support.binance.com/hc/en-us/articles/360001615252-Binance-Hacker-Bounty




Mt. Gox

• Bitcoin exchange based in Tokyo, Japan

• Hacked February 2014

• 850,000 Bitcoins were stolen. 

• They were valued at $450 million and would 
currently be worth about $7.7 billion.

http://www.businessinsider.com/bitcoin-hodlers-complain-mt-gox-bankruptcy-2018-3



Crypto-Miners Supplant Ransomware as the 
Top Healthcare Cybersecurity Threat

• Outdated software allowing for hackers to 
implement miners.  

• Crypto miners are increasing while 
ransomware is decreasing. 

https://securityintelligence.com/news/crypto-miners-supplant-ransomware-as-the-top-healthcare-cybersecurity-threat/





Automotive

Track the full history of vehicles from supply chain to pre-production, sale and ongoing owner registration and insurance history.

Banking, Financial, Fintech

Streamline global payment processing with high efficiency, secure transaction and storage of value, minimize auditing complexity, 
automate taxation.

Certification and Degrees

Incorruptible database of certification which allows for easy authorization which is impossible to fake.

Charity

Tracking dispersion of funds, increased accountability, reduced overheads and simple payment processing.

Commercial Transportation

Tracking journey stops with IOT to create an immutable ledger of trip data, easy store of big data such as service popularity and 
demographics.

There a many uses for Blockchain in making data private, more secure, more reliable within various industries. 

Track donations into charities to streamline taxes to donator, distribution of funds, and monitoring of funds. 



Computing Resources

Decentralized secure database can be applicable for cloud computing or remote processing.

Credit History

Immutable, incorruptible, accurate and accessible store of credit history.

Cyber Security

Fight hacking with the immutable ledger guaranteeing the validity of data with no single point of failure.

Digital Identity

Immutable, incorruptible, accurate and accessible store of identity.

Education

Digitizing verification of academic credentials with a federated repository of academic information specific to class, 
professor and student.

* Remove Equifax from the equation where your credit history is maintained and monitored by your entity and regulated from you.

* Section Digital identity information that is tokenized and secure. 

* Education - knowledge should be free and artists can own their own materials instead of getting “agents” or labels.  



Government and Voting

Immutable, incorruptible, accurate and accessible store of ballot information can reduce voter fraud, ballot inefficiencies, and 
minimize government fraud.

Gun Safety

Tracking gun ownership and possession of related information including criminal ID history and unsuccessful attempts to 
purchase.

Human Resources

Verification of identity, employment history, payments and benefits process validation.

Legal

Smart contracts with predefined rules, expiration and automated adjudication.

Proof of Ownership

Immutable, incorruptible, accurate and accessible store of ownership records.

* Being able to vote from your mobile phone or digitally at a center after proper verification process. Van vote on more bills or directly influence politicians. 

* How to implement federal standardization for gun regulations? 

* Proof of ownership of goods, think of Airbnb meets storage units meets Uber/UpRound meets you’re own business with your stuff. 




https://cointelegraph.com/news/winklevoss-twins-gain-fifth-patent-for-exchange-traded-products-using-crypto


“The present invention generally relates to systems, methods, and program products for use with exchange traded products (‘ETPs’) holding digital assets and other 
products and/or services related to ETPs holding digital assets.”




https://www.cnbc.com/2016/01/28/bank-of-america-is-going-big-on-blockchain-plans-to-file-20-patents.html


Bank of America has filed for 48 blockchain related patents 

IBM and Master Card have about 27 each 


identified 1,045 patents or applications related to blockchain filed in the U.S. by 478 owners.



TAXES
• Bitcoin.tax -> Computing capital gain tax on trades

• Buy Lite Coin USDT/USD

• Sell into BTC; BTC goes up in profit (Taxes)

• Sell BTC into ADA; ADA goes up in profit (Taxes)

• Sell ADA into BTC; BTC goes up (Taxes)

• Sell BTC into USDT/ USD (Taxes)



What is a Satoshi?
Bitcoin, the world’s first cryptocurrency, has a unit called  “Satoshi”.
A Satoshi is the smallest unit of Bitcoin. It is named after Satoshi Nakamoto, the creator of Bitcoin. Each BTC is divisible until the 1/10^8 part. A 
unit of Satoshi is equal to 0.00000001 bitcoin.



TRADING
• $500

• B: Lite Coin - $ 157.10 = 3.18269

• S: Lite Coin 3.18269 @ 0.016781 ($156.88) -> BTC = 
0.0533445 ($9,341.99)

• B: BTC 0.0533445 ($9,341.99) -> ADA @ 0.00003358 ($0.31) = 
1589

• S: ADA 1589 @ 0.00004 -> BTC = 0.06356 - ~%10 Profit



Crypto Index Fund that allows an investor to diversify their portfolio into the top 20 coins automatically without having to do it themselves. 


Source: https://www.crypto20.com/en/




• https://www.coinbase.com/

• https://gemini.com/

• https://www.binance.com/

• https://crypto.robinhood.com/ 

• https://www.circle.com/en/invest 

• https://libertyx.com/

Ways to buy in

https://www.coinbase.com/
https://gemini.com/
https://www.binance.com/
https://crypto.robinhood.com/
https://www.circle.com/en/invest
https://libertyx.com/


Resources

• https://coinmarketcap.com/

• https://pureinvestments.org/

• https://coincap.io

• https://reddit.com/r/cryptocurrency

• https://www.coindesk.com

• https://cointelegraph.com/ 

https://coinmarketcap.com/
https://pureinvestments.org/
https://coincap.io
https://reddit.com/r/cryptocurrency
https://www.coindesk.com
https://cointelegraph.com/


Andrew Ostashen

§ Andrew is President and CEO at Vulsec. 
§ Andrew has assessed over 250 companies including 

hospitals, banks, casinos to quantify their risks. 
§ He has been in the cryptocurrency field conducting 

research and trading since the inception of Bitcoin.

Vulsec.com | @aostashen | @vulsecllc |617-356-2314 | 
aostashen@Vulsec.com | www.linkedin.com/in/andrewostashen

* This includes Academy Awards, Various Hospitals, Casinos, Banks, Ben Affleck.




Mark Your Calendars

3

§ June 20: “Wines Around the World” 
Membership Appreciation – CTP Credits, Guests Welcome

§ September 12: TBD
§ October 17: 

Money Market Fund Reform and Treasury rethinking cash and 
investment policies & procedures
- Ed Baldry, Founder and Head of Global Sales, ICD

The Dawn of a New Era in Electronic Invoicing and Payments discussing 
the new Real-Time Payment (RTP) System and how it can be leveraged in 
the AR/AP space
- Peter Davey, Payment Innovator, Strategist, The Clearing House



Thank you!

Approved for up to 1.2 FP&A recertification credits by 
the Association for Financial Professionals at the rate of 
one credit for each 50 minutes of attendance.

Approved for up to 1.2 CTP recertification credits by the 
Association for Financial Professionals at the rate of one 
credit for each 50 minutes of attendance.
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